The abbreviated name, 'mfold web server', describes a number of closely related software applications available on the World Wide Web (WWW) for the prediction of the secondary structure of single stranded nucleic acids. The objective of this web server is to provide easy access to RNA and DNA folding and hybridization software to the scientific community at large. By making use of universally available web GUIs (Graphical User Interfaces), the server circumvents the problem of portability of this software. Detailed output, in the form of structure plots with or without reliability information, single strand frequency plots and 'energy dot plots', are available for the folding of single sequences.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of RNA secondary structure began with the work of Doty and Fresco (1, 2) . The prediction of RNA secondary structure (folding) by energy minimization using nearest neighbor energy parameters began with Tinoco and colleagues (3) (4) (5) (6) and also with Delisi and Crothers (7) . Efficient algorithms for RNA secondary structure prediction using dynamic programming methods borrowed from sequence alignment were developed independently by a number of people (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) .
My own early RNA folding programs (12, 14) computed a single minimum energy folding of an RNA sequence. They were popular in the 1980s and a modified version was incorporated into the UWGCG (University of Wisconsin Genetics Computer Group) suite of programs (15) ; the acronym was shortened to GCG when this group left the University of Wisconsin to form a private company. Initially, they used free energy parameters that had been summarized by Salser (16) . After 1986, free energies from the Turner group (Doug H. Turner, Department of Chemistry, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY) were used (17) .
The 'mfold' software for RNA folding was developed in the late 1980s (18) . The 'm' simply refers to 'multiple'. The core algorithm predicts a minimum free energy, DG, as well as minimum free energies for foldings that must contain any particular base pair. Any base pair, r i 7 r j , between the ith nucleotide and the jth nucleotide that is contained in a folding no more than ddG from the minimum, is plotted in a triangular plot called the 'energy dot plot'. The base pair r i 7 r j is plotted in row i and column j of this matrix. The free energy increment, ddG, is chosen a priori by the user, who selects a 'percent suboptimality', P. From this, ddG is computed to be P/ 100 jDGj. Base pairs within this free energy increment are chosen either automatically, or else by the user, and foldings that contain the chosen base pair are computed. They have minimum free energy conditional on containing the chosen base pair. The description and use of the mfold package has appeared in a number of articles (19) (20) (21) (22) . The closely related 'RNAstructure' program has also been described (23, 24) .
The Turner group has published numerous articles over the years that detail the development of the RNA folding parameters. A subset of these articles are what I would call 'major works' that summarize the current state of the art. Version 1 of the mfold package used free energies that were described by Freier et al. (17) . Versions 2.1 to 2.3 used the parameters from Walter et al. (25) , although the incorporation of coaxial stacking parameters into the minimization algorithm has not been accomplished. The current version 3 software uses free energy data from Mathews et al. (26) .
DNA folding prediction with the mfold software began in 1996, when DNA specific parameters were added to the mfold package through a collaboration with the SantaLucia group
The basic 'mfold' server: input
The original applications on the mfold web server deal with folding a single RNA or DNA sequence per submission (job). The submission forms for RNA and DNA are separate for historical reasons only. RNA folding came first. These applications may be reached by following the 'RNA Folding' or 'DNA Folding' hyperlinks from the main portal or entrance page. The URL for the portal will likely remain stable, while those for separate applications will change. The default RNA folding form currently uses the latest version 3.0 free energies (26) . These are recommended for most RNA folding. However, there is a link from this page to what is called the 'RNA mfold version 2.3 server'. This server offers RNA folding using the older, version 2.3 energy parameters (25) . Why use older and less accurate parameters? The reason is that we have enthalpies for these older parameters. As with the free energy parameters, the enthalpies were measured at 37 C. However, they are assumed to be constant within the range of temperatures that might occur in vivo or in the laboratory. This enables the server to extrapolate free energies to other temperatures and to fold at these temperatures.
Sequence name. A sequence name may be typed or pasted (entered) within the 'Enter a name for your sequence:' text field. Long names are truncated to 40 characters. Any ASCII characters may be used, including those with octal values greater than 200 Octal (O). The 'dangerous' characters, '', <, > and ', are converted to ', ( (253 O), ) (273 O) and 0 (264 O), respectively. The character, n, is eliminated. If no name is entered, then the sequence name becomes the 'Job ID', which is of the form yyMmmdd-hh-mm-ss, where yy is year, Mmm is month, dd is day, hh is hour, mm is minute and ss is second. For example, a job that comes into the server at 8:23:06 pm local time on 9 February 2003, will be assigned a Job ID of 03Feb09-20-23-06. If two jobs come in during the same second, the second one has the letter 'a' appended to it, and so on for more than two jobs during the same second.
Sequence. A sequence must be entered into the sequence text area box. All characters except for 'A-Z' and 'a-z' are removed. Lower case characters are converted to upper case. For RNA folding, 'T' or 't' are converted to 'U', while 'U' or 'u' are converted to 'T' in DNA folding. If, for example, you enter 10  20  30  40  50  GIREFNWRNU NRAUUUSNOR VEGICUSWGS SUPERCONUI GAUGUUCAAU  60  70  80  90  100  UUUAUCUAAU CCCUGUUACU CUGGAAAACA GGUUAAAAAA AAAAAUCCUC  110  120  130  140  150  CACAAUCCAU UUUCUGGAAA ACAGCUUACU UCAAAGACCC ACCCUUCCUG  160  170  180  190  UAGGACUUUA GUACAUCUUU CAGGUGCUUC U;   rather than   10  20  30  40  50  AUGUUCAAUU UUAUCUAAUC CCUGUUACUC UGGAAAACAG  GUUAAAAAAA  60  70  80  90  100  AAAAUCCUCC ACAAUCCAUU UUCUGGAAAA CAGCUUACUU CAAAGACCCA  110  120  130  140  CCCUUCCUGU AGGACUUUAG UACAUCUUUC AGGUGCUUCU: The letter 'N' should be used for an unspecified base. It is not allowed to pair. The letters 'B', 'D', 'H' and 'V'denote 'A', 'C', 'G' and 'U/T' respectively. These nucleotides may pair only if their 3 0 neighbor is unpaired. The purpose of this convention is to denote nuclease cleavage of the phosphodiesther bond linking the indicated nucleotide and its 3 0 neighbor. It is used to constrain folding when nuclease digestion data specify susceptible bonds. In addition, the letters 'W', 'X', 'Y' and 'Z' also refer to 'A', 'C', 'G' and 'U/T', respectively. These nucleotides, if they pair, should do so only at the end of a helix. Thus, the mfold web server does not support the IUPAC (International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry) ambiguous DNA character convention (35) shown in Table 1 .
Constraints. The text area in the constraints box allow for the optional incorporation of folding constraints. Each constraint consists of a single line in the box that must conform to a rigid format. When constraints are used, a hyperlink labeled 'Explanation of sequence annotation' appears on the primary results page.
The various types of constraints are itemized below. Multiple constraints of any form are allowed in any order.
Force a specific base pair or helix to form. The command F i j k will force the formation of the helix (single base pair if
The triple (i, j, k) refers to k consecutive base pairs, where r i Á r j is the exterior closing base pair. If any of these base pairs cannot exist, then an error will be generated and the job will fail. The usual result is an output page that declares 'Job aborted! No Structure!'. In the text area of the output page, successfully forced base pairs are underlined with ('and'), while those that are forced to pair but cannot are underlined with '!'. Note that isolated base pairs are not allowed by the folding code. That is, even if r i Á r j is a valid base pair, it will not be allowed to form unless either r iþ1 Á r jÀ1 or r iÀ1 Á r jþ1 is a valid base pair. Prohibit a specific base pair or helix from forming. The command P i j k will prohibit every single base pair of the form r iþh Á r jÀh , 0 h k, from occurring. Base pairs that are prohibited that could not form in any case will be underlined with '!' in the text area of the primary output page, but the folding will proceed without error. Force a string of consecutive bases to pair. The command F i 0 k (the second to last character is 'zero') will force nucleotides r i , r iþ1 , r iþ2 , . . . , r iþkÀ1 to pair. This is a single base when k ¼ 1. Forcing too many bases to pair or forcing a base labeled 'N' to pair will generate a fatal error. Prohibit a string of consecutive bases from pairing. The command P i 0 k (the second to last character is 'zero') will prevent nucleotides r i , r iþ1 , r iþ2 , . . . , r iþkÀ1 from pairing. This is a single base when k ¼ 1. Forcing too many bases to be single stranded can generate a fatal error. Prohibit a string of consecutive bases from pairing with another string. The command P i j k l will prevent the nucleotides r i , r iþ1 , r iþ2 , . . . , r j from pairing with nucleotides r k , r kþ1 , r kþ2 , . . . , r l (i j and k l). Note that if i ¼ k and j ¼ l, then the constraint is equivalent to forbidding all base pairs within the segment r i , . . . , r j .
Other folding parameters RNA and DNA sequences may be linear or circular. The default is 'linear', but 'circular' may be chosen using an option button on the folding form. It is worth noting that the algorithm to fold circular nucleic acids is simpler than that for folding linear ones. The folding temperature is fixed at 37 C for RNA folding using version 3 þþ . The percent suboptimality, P, controls the free energy increment, ddG for displaying base pairs in the energy dot plot and for computing suboptimal foldings. Base pairs that can occur in foldings with free energies DG þ ddG will be plotted, and only foldings with free energies DG þ ddG will be computed. Normally, ddG ¼ P/100jDGj, but it is rounded up to 1 kcal/mol or down to 12 kcal/mol if outside this range. The upper bound on the number of foldings is an absolute limit. The number of foldings computed may be less than this quantity. Normally, it should be less that this number because the number of computed foldings is more appropriately controlled through a proper choice of P and the window parameter. The window parameter, W, controls the number of foldings that are computed. It may be thought of as a distance parameter. The distance between 2 bp, r i Á r j and r i 0 Á r j 0 may be defined as max{ji 7 i 0 j, jj 7 j 0 j}. If k 7 1 foldings have already been predicted by mfold, the kth folding must have at least W base pairs that are at least a distance W from any of the base pairs in the first k 7 1 foldings. A new folding is not added to the output list unless this criterion is fulfilled As W increases, the number of predicted foldings decreases. If W is not specified, mfold selects a value by default based on sequence length. If the maximum distance between paired bases parameter, M, is specified, then any base pair, r i Á r j , in a folding of a linear molecule must satisfy j 7 i M. In a circular molecule, the condition becomes min{j 7 i, N þ i 7 j} M, where N is the sequence length.
Immediate versus batch jobs. Folding sequences containing up to 800 bases may be done while the user waits. This is the default. At this time, folding results for immediate jobs Table 1 . IUPAC codes for incompletely specified bases in nucleic acid sequences
are erased 24-26 h after they are submitted. For sequences from 801 to 6000 bases in length, the batch option must be selected from the appropriate option button. The user should enter a valid email address in this case, although email addresses are always welcome since they identify users. For batch jobs, pressing the 'Fold RNA' or 'Fold DNA' submission button takes the user to a notification page that indicates a URL for the results and the email address to which a notification will be sent when the folding is completed. If the link to the results pages is followed immediately, then the target page will be incomplete. It will contain only the sequence and some other input information. When the folding is complete, this page must be 'refreshed' or 'reloaded' for the results to be seen. The URL for the results remains valid for 48-51 h, after which the results are erased. Folding sequences of up to 10 400 bases is available at special request. Folding 6000 bases currently takes about 1.5 h. The hyperlink labeled 'View Folding Results' will enable a user to view any results on the server, provided that they have not been erased and that the user views from the same computer that generated the foldings. That is, the user's IP address must be the same.
Output parameters
The default, regular image resolution value, is 72 Â 72 pixels per inch 2 for png and jpg images. The low, medium and high values are 60 Â 60, 110 Â 110 and 200 Â 200, respectively. This parameter has no effect on PostScript output files, as well as the pdf files that can be derived ('distilled') from them. These files can be scaled up as much as desired without loss in quality. Jpg and png images will always be displayed at 72 Â 72 pixels per square inch. Changing the resolution will change the size of the entire image. Image sizes are given in Table 2 . Structure format plots are drawn showing individual bases or in an outline mode where bases do not appear. The outline option is suitable for images of very large folded molecules. The default choice of 'Automatic' will cause bases to be displayed in foldings of up to 800 nt and an outline to be drawn otherwise. Choosing the 'Bases' option for a large sequence might make sense if the user intends to magnify the structure to display a portion in which individual bases can be seen. The grid lines in the energy dot plot may be turned off. By default, bases will be numbered according to the length of the sequence. The default values are shown in Table 3 . The user is free to alter this value, or to turn off base numbering altogether by choosing a frequency of zero. The user may alter the automatically chosen orientation of the folded molecular by choosing a rotation angle. Positive values correspond to counter-clockwise. Structure annotation has been described by Zuker and Jacobson (36) . Bases in plotted structures may be annotated by 'p-num' values, which represent the number of ways that a base may pair in all foldings within ddG from the minimum energy. Low values indicate 'well-defined' bases. In particular, values of 0 or 1 indicate that a base is always single stranded or always paired to a unique partner, respectively. The number of times that a base is single stranded in the computed foldings is called its 'ss-count' number, and structure plots may also be annotated using these numbers. Color schemes are shown at MFOLDROOT/ www-NAR03/doc/colors.html. Finally, for RNA folding only, the 'high-light' option allows the user to specify regions in the sequence to be highlighted. The selected bases are drawn in green, while the remaining bases are drawn in black. If the structure format is 'Bases', then the base characters will be drawn in color. If the structure format is 'Outline', then colored dots that represent bases will be superimposed on the ladder-like outline plot. If the default 'Automatic' option is used, then colored dots are used if the sequence size is >800. However, if the sequence size is 800, then both colored dots and bases are used. The bases appear in black or white inside an appropriately colored dot.
Folding results
Folding results may be viewed by following links from an initial results page. Some input information is reproduced at the top of this page in a text area. An example of the top portion of an initial results page is shown in Figure 1 .
The energy dot plot. The energy dot plot is available in PostScript, png and jpg form. The 'Text' hyperlink leads to a plain text file that gives the basic dot plot information. The 'istart', 'jstart' and 'length' options correspond to the (i, j, k) numbers that define a helix, as defined previously. The 'energy' in an integer in units of tenth of a kcal/mol. Level 1 corresponds to helices in optimal foldings. Levels 2-4 correspond to the helices in increasingly suboptimal foldings. The levels from 1 to 4 correspond to the default coloring of the base pairs in the dot plot. The PostScript hyperlink leads to a static PostScript image of the energy dot plot. Letting dG be the minimum free energy of a folding containing a base pair, the default color (rgb Hex) of a base pair in the energy dot plot is given in Table 4 . The png and jpg hyperlinks each lead to a new page containing a png or jpg image of the energy dot plot and buttons that allow the user to interact with or redraw the dot plot. It is called the primary dot plot page. A small 'Details' window, 550 Â 40 (pixels) opens in the top left corner of the screen. With the 'Click on a base pair to identify' radio button selected (the default), clicking (left click) on the image will cause the (i, j) value of the selected base pair as well as its dG value to appear in the Details window. If a blank area of the plot is chosen, the value of dG will be declared 'Undefined'.
Selecting the 'Click on the image and redraw the dot plot with options below' button activates the text area and five option buttons below. Clicking on a point in the dot plot will cause a new image to be created. If the magnification factor is chosen to be >1, then the new image will be magnified about the selected point; otherwise the entire dot plot will be redrawn. The value of the 'Energy increment in kcal/mole' option will be an upper bound on dG. For example, setting it to zero will cause only optimal base pairs to be plotted. The number of different colors used in the dot plot may be changed. If k is the value of the 'Filter' option, then only helices of size at least k will be plotted when the dot plot is redrawn. The 'Image Width' controls the resolution (size) of the redrawn image as explained above. If the PostScript 'Output' option is chosen, then a static PostScript image is created. If the png or jpg 'Output' option is chosen, then clicking on the plot will cause a new window to open containing the redrawn image and the same set of control buttons as before. This is called the secondary dot plot window. New png or jpg images created from this secondary window will be drawn within the secondary window. Similarly, new png or jpg images generated from the primary dot plot window will refresh the secondary window. A typical use would be to magnify about a region in the initial dot plot. Base pairs in the magnified dot plot can then be selected with precision, allowing the user to identify specific helices that may occur in optimal or suboptimal foldings. Closing the secondary window will not affect other windows. Closing the primary window will also close the Details window.
RNAML syntax. Computed secondary structures are also available in the RNAML (37) format. This format has been proposed as a syntax for exchanging RNA structure information. We are currently offering output that is compatible with the DTD (Document Type Definition) file maintained by the Major group at the Université de Montréal. This file may be found at: http://www-lbit.iro.umontreal.ca/rnaml/current/ rnaml.dtd.
Some extra files. These are raw text files that contain information that might be useful to some users. Annotation by p-num value is available on the server, as described above.
The raw values are also made available. The h-num link contains h-num values of each helix in the energy dot plot, sorted from lowest to highest value of h-num. The h-num value of a helix is the 'well-definedness' of a helix (38) . Helices with lower h-num values tend to be more reliably predicted. The log file for a run is sometimes useful in finding the cause of a failed job.
Bulk downloading of results. All computed foldings may be downloaded at once in a single zipped file (.zip) or a compressed tar file (.tar.Z). The structures may be taken as PostScript, png or jpg plot files, or as raw text files in different formats.
The text files will be useful to those who wish to create structure plots on their own. Some of the text formats have been described before (21, 22) . A full description may be found at MFOLDROOT/www-NAR03/doc/structure-format.html. Redrawn structures or structures created using the new 'sir_graph' program can only be downloaded individually.
Single strand frequency. The ss-count file contains explicit statistics on single strandedness of each base in all of the computed foldings. The first line contains the number of foldings that were computed. The ith subsequent line contains the number of the ith base, the base itself and the number of times it is 
single stranded in all of the computed foldings. The 'View plot' button creates a plot of base number versus ss-count. When the 'Averaging window' is m > 1, then the value that is plotted for the ith base is the average over the m bases centered at i. Fewer bases may be used near the ends of the plot. The magnification factor enables the user to zoom in on a region of interest.
Structure output. The hyperlink to 'Structure i' leads to a portion of a single html file that contains the ith structure in an easy to read text format. This format may be suitable for viewing small foldings. It may easily be pasted into text files. If the sequence is very large and the structure plot has low resolution, it might be more convenient to view a portion of the text file than to magnify a portion of the structure plot. Selecting PostScript,.ct file, RnaViz ct, Mac ct, GCG connect or XRNA ss will lead to single structures in the designated format. Following the png or jpg link is similar to following the png or jpg links when viewing the energy dot plot. Both lead to a new page containing a png or jpg image of the structure plot and buttons that allow the user to interact with or redraw the folding. It is called the primary structure plot page. A small 'Loop Free-Energy Decomposition' window, 550 Â 150 (pixels), opens in the top left corner of the screen. With the 'Click on a base pair to view related structural details in the Loop Free-Energy Decomposition window' radio button selected (the default), clicking (left click) on the image will cause the details of the selected base pair to appear in the small window. The window will show the type of loop, including a stack, that is closed by the selected base pair. The free energy of that loop is given, and the specific identity of the base pair is given. If the selected point does not unambiguously select a base pair, then the auxiliary window will print a message instructing the user to try again.
Selecting the 'Click on the image and redraw the structure with options below' button activates the text area and four option buttons below. Clicking on a point in the structure plot will cause a new image to be created. If the magnification factor is chosen to be >1, then the new image will be magnified about the selected point; otherwise the entire structure will be redrawn. The 'annotation' button allows the user to select p-num or ss-count annotation, even if these were not selected initially. The 'annotation type' button has no effect unless an annotation option is selected. In this case, an annotated structure will be drawn with colored base letters, with colored dots or with colored dots containing base letters, corresponding to the choices 'Character', 'Dot' or 'Both', respectively. The 'Image Width' controls the resolution (size) of the redrawn image, as explained above. If the PostScript 'Output' option is chosen, then a static PostScript image is created. If the png or jpg 'Output' option is chosen, then clicking on the plot will cause a new window to open containing the redrawn image. There are no buttons on this page. The 'Color Table' option leads to a table that explicitly shows the colors used in the structure plot versus the p-num or ss-count values. The p-num or ss-count file hyperlink leads to the corresponding raw text files. This is called the secondary structure window. New png or jpg images generated from the primary dot plot window will refresh the secondary window.
A typical use might be to magnify about a region in the initial structure plot so that a portion of the structure might be printed at a suitable resolution. It could also help the user select base pairs with precision. Closing the secondary window will not affect other windows. Closing the primary window will also close the 'Loop Free-Energy Decomposition' window.
New form of structure output. The structure plots that are drawn by default and that can be downloaded at once are generated for the most part by the 'naview' program by Bruccoleri and Heinrich (39) . The 'naview' program creates a device independent ASCII plot file (with suffix plt2). Software developed for the mfold package at Washington University creates PostScript, jpg and png images from these files. A new drawing program named 'sir_graph' was created at Washington University for creating displays of nucleic acid secondary structure. It is an interactive program that runs on a variety of Unix platforms. A non-interactive version, 'sir_graph_ng', creates displays for the mfold web server. The 'Click Here for New Structure Viewing Options' hyperlink on the primary results page leads to a 'Structure Viewer' page that is equivalent to the primary window page described above. This page is identical to the ones that may be reached by following the 'new' hyperlinks in the 'View Individual Structures' section.
The user has a wider selection of choices with this new software. The external loop, or exterior base pairs, may be drawn in the default way, arranged around a circle, or may be drawn 'Flat' with all the helices that meet it being parallel to one another. The 'Flat_Alt' option draws successive stems at 180
angles from the previous. The background may be the usual white or black. The base pair symbol may be a 'dot' which is usual for the mfold web server, or a 'line', which is common in most secondary structure displays. The 'Algorithm' may be the 'Default' or 'Simple' type, both of which avoid overlaps of stems. The 'Default' and 'Simple' algorithms draw the multi-branch loops differently. The 'Natural' option draws every loop as a perfect circle, with the stems coming out at appropriate angles. This may produce pleasing results for small foldings, but will usually produce a hopelessly tangled mess for large foldings. As with the display of structures using the older naview program, the 'Loop FreeEnergy Decomposition' window opens and allows the user to identify precise loops or stacks, together with their free energies and closing base pairs. Also, the secondary structure window page is available for magnifications about chosen points.
Thermodynamic details. When temperature cannot be altered, the 'Thermodynamic Details' link leads to a portion of an html file that contains the entire decomposition of the particular folding into loops and stacks, together with their free energies and closing base pairs. Consecutive runs of base pairs are summarized as helices. Small portions of this file are displayed in the 'Loop Free-Energy Decomposition' window when the user is interacting with a png or jpg plot of a folding.
When temperature may be altered, then a more attractive page appears that gives the free energy, enthalpy, entropy and an estimated T m . T m is computed using a simple 2-state model. This assumes that the molecular is either folded as shown or else completely single stranded. Such an assumption is reasonable for short molecules. For larger molecules, it might be useful to refold near the predicted T m . If the new T m is 'significantly' larger, it indicates that the given folding can rearrange into another folding with a higher melting temperature. The server uses T m ¼ DH/DS, where DH and DS are the structure enthalpy and entropy, respectively. (Because of the units used for entropy, the actual formula is T m ¼ 1000DH/DS 7 273.15 in C.) The usual details table follows.
Structure dot plot. The 'Dot plot folding comparisons' option allows the user to view any subset of the computed foldings in a dot plot. This option is available when two or more foldings are computed. The user may select foldings to be displayed by selecting the corresponding radio buttons. The default is the display of the first two foldings. For convenience, an 'All' button has been supplied.
Base pairs that occur in all foldings are colored black. Those that occur in two or more, but not all foldings are colored grey. Otherwise, base pairs are assigned a unique color that depends on the structure. This system breaks down when more than 15 structures are computed.
Selecting the png or jpg option in the first button and pressing the 'Do the Comparison' option leads to a primary structure dot plot page that is very similar to the primary energy dot plot page. Clicking on a base pair with the default 'Click on a base pair to identify' radio button selected will show the identity of the base pair and list which of the computed structures contain that base pair. When the 'Click on the image and redraw the dot plot with options below' radio button is selected, a click on the dot plot will generate a new dot plot. The dot plot will be in a 'secondary' structure dot plot window if the png or jpg option is selected. This is very similar to the secondary dot plot window for the energy dot plot. The magnification, output format and image width parameters are the usual ones explained above for the energy dot plot. The 'Multicolor Overlap' option that may be selected will have the effect of drawing the otherwise grey dots in a multi-color mode that displays precisely what foldings contain that base pair. In the mfold web server, 'dots' are really plotted as (usually small) squares. A collection of trapezoids in different colors are drawn within the square region. These indicate which foldings contain that base pair. The dot plot must be drawn with a high enough magnification for this feature to be seen. It is not necessary when only two foldings have been computed. When three foldings are computed, the gray base pairs that are in structures 1&2, 1&3 and 2&3 are plotted in the lower left triangle in three distinct colors, so they may be identified without using the multicolor option.
The other servers
The 'quikfold' server: folding many sequences at once. Many users are not interested in the sophisticated viewing options that are available on the mfold web server. Some may be content with the easy to read text format or with the 'ct format' files that may be downloaded and used locally to create secondary structure plots. Many wish to fold many sequences at once under the same conditions. For example, a user may wish to predict foldings and melting temperatures for hundreds of short molecular beacons.
For this reason, the 'quikfold server' was created. It uses the same 'nafold2' program that folds sequences in the regular server, but in a different, multiple molecule mode. Only immediate jobs are allowed, with each sequence containing no more than 600 nucleotides. The theoretical upper limit for the number of sequences that may be submitted at once is 25 000, but I would not advise submitting nearly that many! The upper limit depends on the Internet, browser settings (such as timeout) and other factors. I do know, for example, that 1000 sequences of length 100 each should pose no problem.
The input page contains buttons and text areas that have already been defined. The single new item is that one extra character is required for the sequence input box. Each of the input sequences must be separated by (at least) one semi-colon, ';'. All other characters, except for 'A-Z' and 'a-z', are removed in a preprocessing step.
The quikfold server gives text, ct, RNAML and thermodynamic details as output. In each case, the output is in a single, possibly large text file. The sequences are named by taking the given or default sequence name, and adding '_i' to each name, where i ranges from 1 to the number of sequences. The folding results are erased within 40 min to several hours. An individual sequence that cannot fold will not abort the entire job. It will simply be skipped over in the output.
The 'zipfold' server: prediction of minimum free energy only. Some users want only the minimum folding energy of a sequence. For this reason, the zipfold server was created. The input page is similar to that of the quikfold server. Sequence lengths may be up to 800. In one instance, a user submitted many thousands of jobs; each containing 50 randomized sequences of length 500. The failure rate was less than 1%.
Because speed is important and so little information is being requested, the underlying code was simplified to run much faster. At the time of this writing, 378 tRNAs were processed in just over 11 s. The actual performance depends on the server load and difficult to control Internet related factors.
The underlying code has been stripped of its ability to handle constraints. Moreover, the 'fill algorithm' has been truncated so that only an optimal energy or a single optimal structure may be computed. Newer, experimental versions, streamline the sequence input as well.
All the output appears on a single, primary results page. The DG values are arranged in a list. Those sequences that cannot fold are given a large positive folding energy. The current value is 10 000.
The 'T m ' server for single stranded nucleic acids: prediction of two state melting temperature. Some users want a little more that just a minimum folding energy. They also desire an estimated T m . In this case, the T m server may be used. Only version 2.3 RNA folding parameters are available for this server, since enthalpies are required for estimating T m . The input is the same as with the zipfold server.
The T m server uses the same simplified folding program as the zipfold server, except that a minimum energy folding is computed in this case. The enthalpy, DH, of this folding is then computed using the appropriate nearest neighbor parameters. From this, it is easy to compute an entropy, DS and then T m , using a 2-state model as described above.
In fact, this server was created to 'service' the 'OligoArray 1' program of Rouillard et al. (40) . The OligoArray program 'hits' the server with single DNA sequences using a direct request created by a Java application. Subsequent versions of OligoArray will abandon this inefficient procedure.
The hybridization server: hybridization of two strands. The underlying mfold software has had numerous small changes added over the years to accommodate 'special requests' or applications. Many users have used the regular mfold software, either in 'stand alone' form or on the web, to simulate the hybridization of two strands of RNA or DNA. They have done so by taking two sequences, A ¼ a 1 a 2 a 3 ÁÁÁ a m and B ¼ b 1 b 2 b 3 ÁÁÁ b m and creating a single sequence, S ¼ a 1 a 2 a 3 ÁÁÁ a m n 1 n 2 ÁÁÁ n k b 1 b 2 b 3 ÁÁÁ b m , by concatenating A with B using some non-pairing characters, n 1 ÁÁÁ n k as a linker.
There are two problems with this approach. The first, less serious problem, is that the k linker residues end up in a loop of some sort. If A and B hybridize perfectly, then this loop will almost certainly be a hairpin loop. An example of such a folding is given in Figure 2 . The problem is that an incorrect hairpin free energy is applied to loop '2'. Instead, it should be treated as an exterior loop, like '1'. In addition, an initiation free energy, DI, needs to be added. This is 4.1 kcal/mol for RNA at 37 C and 1.96 kcal/mol for DNA at 37 C. In order to accommodate such situations, the following feature was added to mfold. When three consecutive Ls occur in a sequence (L for Linker), they are recognized as a linker. If they occur in a hairpin loop, then this loop is treated instead as an exterior loop and DI is added as well. The output still contains the linker residues, but the value of DG is now correct.
The linker residues may be forced to be in a hairpin loop by forcing a simple hybridization of A with B. This may be accomplished by using the two constraints
These constraints forbid all intramolecular base pairs, so that the only allowed base pairs link A with B, forcing, among other things, the linker residues to be in a hairpin loop.
The more serious problem, however, is that any estimated T m is nonsense, since total nucleic acid concentration, C, must be taken into account when two strands hybridize. The correct 2-state estimate for T m is
All of this is accomplished automatically by the hybridization server. The two sequences, A and B, are entered into the sequence box text area, separated by a semi-colon, ';'. The total nucleic acid concentration must be given. The result is a simple output page containing the job ID, DG, DH, DS and T m in a single line. No units are given, although they are understood to be kcal/mol, kcal/mol, cal/(K Á mol) and C, respectively.
Access
The mfold web server is open to all users. No restrictions are applied to commercial users. However, users should be aware that the server is not secure and that data flowing both in and out may be detected by others. Moreover, query information is stored indefinitely in log files on the server. These log files are treated as confidential information, although gross statistics on usage are collected and disseminated. Furthermore, some of the submissions are selected as examples for teaching, but only if database searches reveal that the sequence is already in a public database.
The regular mfold server may not be hit by 'GET' requests. Only the 'POST' operation is permitted. The other applications that have been described may also be hit with 'GET' requests. Hitting these other applications directly using, for example, Java applications is permitted and will continue to be permitted until such time as the server is overloaded. This has not happened yet. At Washington University, perhaps 100-200 folding jobs were submitted each work day, with far fewer on weekends. For the month of December, 2002 (for example), I counted 21 688 submissions to the regular mfold web server, 3128 to quikfold, 35 904 to zipfold, 193 428 to T m and 542 to the hybridization server.
EQUIPMENT AND ORGANIZATION
The current web server is running on equipment donated to RPI by IBM Research in the fall of 2001. The detailed hardware specifications are given in Table 5 . The total value of the donated equipment comes to about $214 000. We contributed another $5000-$10 000 for a switch and a custom designed power source. All equipment was originally assembled and housed at the Academy of Electronic Media (http://www.academy.rpi.edu/). The server is expected to be moved to the Voorhees Computing Center during the spring or summer of 2003.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
It is our intention to keep the RNAML output up-to-date and in accord with the DTD file: http://www-lbit.iro.umontreal.ca/ rnaml/current/rnaml.dtd. Within the next month or two, the RNAML output will contain the 'x, y' co-ordinates that correspond to the structure plots produced by the 'sir_graph' program, when they are available. The next year or two should see the incorporation of important, novel applications that are currently being developed.
Hybridization with partition functions
New algorithms for the folding and hybridization of two separate strands of RNA or DNA have been created (41) . Initial versions of the software are now being carefully reprogrammed and updated. We are investigating theoretical and experimental ways to improve the accuracy of predications. We are also beginning to consider dealing with the thermodynamics of hybridization of probes to nucleic acids immobilized on chips (42) .
Database searching
We are developing a new 'BLAST-like' algorithm for searching nucleic acid databases that is based on the computer science technique of hashing, for speed, but searches for regions of best complementarity between two sections of DNA or RNA. Scoring is based on nearest neighbor free energy parameters for RNA or DNA. An early version is now being used to search for putative binding sites for micro-RNAs (miRNAs) in databases of mRNAs, and to search for (undesirable) alternative binding sites for gene specific DNA probes.
Development of user interface
The current user interface for the mfold web server is now several years old and would benefit from either partial or total rewriting. The submission of data through forms is still reasonable. A 'browse' option for uploading sequence files could easily be added. It would be useful to make it easier to enter constraint information. Even more valuable would be a preprocessor that would check the constraint information for consistency and reasonableness. Up to now, many constrained foldings have failed because of minor errors in constraints.
The output pages could benefit substantially by being redesigned. As a first step, the relatively new 'sir_graph' program should replace the older naview program for creating secondary structure plots. It would be desirable to create an interactive structure drawing feature. Such a feature already exists in the stand alone version of the 'sir_graph' program. We are fortunate here at RPI to have the cutting edge Academy of Electronic Media; a group that might collaborate with us in creating a really first rate user interface for the web server.
CITING THE MFOLD WEB SERVER
Authors who make use of the mfold web server should cite this article as a general reference and should also include the URL to the entrance page, http://www.bioinfo.rpi.edu/applications/ mfold. The web server pages will list additional articles for citation that relate to the free energy parameters that are used and the underlying software.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary Material is available at NAR Online and can also be found at MFOLDROOT/www-NAR03/supp. 
